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If teachers are to participate competently in the curriculum planning
process, it follows naturally that they should have some experiences in
planning in their pro-service education. George F. Budd, coordinator
of field services at the State Teachers Collee, Oneonta, New York,
looks at the opportunities on the college campus for future teachers to
plan and points out ways in which they may have needed experiences.

THE DESIGN for a program of
teacher education must be based on the
realization that a teacher is an indivi-
dual, a citizen, and professional worker.
The college which hopes to equip a per-
son to function adequately in the pro-
fession of teaching must recognize its
three-fold purpose, and its program
must be planned in terms of the needs
which appear with respect to each of
the three phases. It is recognized that
each prospective teacher differs in his
needs from each of his neighbors. How-
ever, there are certain areas of similarity
of need. These common needs of all
teachers must be emphasized. In too

many instances we have become some-
what overwhelmed by the tremendous
task which confronts us when we at-
tempt to meet the individual needs of
scores of individual persons.

Teachers for a Democratic Society

If we look closely at the problem of
educating teachers, we must conclude
that the kind of teacher who will be
most effective is determined by the kind
of school that will meet the demands
of a given society. Since the Amer-
ican people are committed to the demo-
cratic method of controlling society
and 'since we have been trying through
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our schools to equip citizens to work ef-
fectively in that type of society, it fol-
lows logically that each teacher must
have an understanding of the society in
which he lives, of the schools in which
he will teach, and of the contribution
which he can make. These needs are
common to all teachers. The difference
among individuals then becomes one of
emphasis rather than kind.

If this viewpoint is accepted, it is clear
that every prospective teacher needs
both general education and professional
education. One without the other does
not equip a person to function effec-
tively as a teacher in today's schools.
One without the other produces a lop-
sided individual who should stay out of
the teaching profession until he is more
adequately prepared. The most impor-
tant point in this connection is the fact
that much that may be termed general
education for the teacher--those experi-
ences designed to meet his needs as an
individual and a citizen-is also pro-
fessional education since the teacher
must apply to individual children what
he knows about the individual and the
citizen. This statement defines the cur--
riculum problem for those preparing
teachers and raises two important ques-
tions. What are the abilities which the
pre-service program should develop in
its graduates? What is the place of ex-
perience in a program designed to de-
velop those abilities?

A Credo for Teacher Education
The following purposes of a program

for the education of teachers are pre-
sented despite the fact that it is realized
that any credo is open to criticism.
Idealism is admitted. Its defense lies in
its value as a sight raising device.
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It is the purpse of teacher education
to prepare teachers who:

· Are fine examples of the American cul-
ture

* Are emotionally mature
· Have mastered the technique of solving

problems
· Are unafraid of new situations because

they are skilled in sizing up their own
powers, making choices, and developing
plans for meeting the demands of a
given set of conditions

· * Have a fundamental respect for the per-
sonality of individuals

· Are socially as well as academically in-
telligent

· Have an understanding of and appre-
ciation for music, art, and literature

· Have a sense of the appropriateness of
things

* Are committed to the democratic way
of life because they understand its his-
torical development and the promise of
its future

· Have an understanding of the world
and its institutions

· Have the ability to communicate effec-
tively both orally and in writin'

*Have the ability to work effectively
with individuals and groups

*Enjoy the company of young people
and understand their problems

· Have a scholarly grasp of some body of
knowledge that is important to the full-
est development of human society

* Have skill in mediating knowledge
* Know the restrictions and trials of the

profession of teaching but also under-
stand its satisfactions and its importance
as socially useful work

· Have a broad scientific knowledge of the
processes of human development and
possess skill in using that knowledge in
guiding the learning efforts of others

* Are familiar with curriculum materials
and types of organization of the cur-
riculum

· Are familiar with modern methods of
evaluating the processes of education
and have skill in the use of those
methods

· Have a broad, practical understanding
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of the functions of the school in this
society and of the organization of
schools and school systems

This is by no means an exhaustive
listing of the competencies of an effec-
tive teacher. Rather, it is suggestive. It
serves to illustrate the point that
much that is general education for every
citizen is actually professional educa-
tion for the teacher. The effective teach-
er in today's schools must indeed be an
effective individual and citizen as well
as a professionally prepared worker.

Experience for Professional Competence

Much has been said regarding certain
inadequacies in programs of teacher
education. An important area of con-
cern, stemming from the increasing in-
terest in programs of curriculum devel-
opment, centers about the inability of
some teachers, particularly recent grad-
uates of the teacher preparing institu-
tions, to work with a sense of accom-
plishment in a situation which departs
from the tightly structured program
which has been characterized by the
term "traditional."

The problem is one of feeling at sea,
of sensing a certain strangeness, of
being somewhat lost because rules to
which one has become accustomed are
no longer adequate guideposts. The de-
sire to return to old ways of doing
things is a compelling force and the in-
ternal struggle which individuals experi-
ence results in frustration which saps
strength and disperses effectiveness.
This condition is not peculiar to school
situations. As educators of teachers our
job is to help young people find secur-
ity in ordered change and to help them
develop a mastery of the techniques
which make possible a feeling of as-
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surance in the face of dynamic situa-
tions. This ability is of tremendous im-
portance for all people. It is of partic-
ular importance for those who are to
guide the development of children and
youth. Social competence is the goal;
guided experience in meeting the per-
sistent problems of life is the best as-
surance of achieving that goal.

Experience as used here means much
more than the kind of thing which one
encounters at every turn in the so-
called extra-curricular program of the
school or college. The values of parti-
cipation in student government, drama-
tics, school writing activities, or athle-
tics may be taken for granted even
though much of the activity centers
in relatively minor areas of concern and
the benefits accrue to a relatively
small group. Experience, however, as
a noun having the connotation of being
beneficial to an individual, must include
the develoment of concepts which
involve the release of leadership and
the building of the ability to understand
and benefit from freedom. These ideas
characterize American people at their
best. They are the supporting structure
of the idea of American democracy as
a system for controlling group living.
Experiences chosen as educational tools
must meet this standard. In addition,
they must give strong promise of suc-
cessfully developing the important
qualities of social competence and sin-
cere self-respect.

An examination of the programs of-
fered by recognized schools and colleges
reveals literally hundreds of untapped
possibilities for providing thrilling,
challenging, worthwhile experiences.
Many schools have identified some of
them. There are, however, two large
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areas which are worthy of more care-
ful scrutiny.

No Alternative for Group Planning
The first of these is the planning of

the content of courses of study. This
is curriculum development in a funda-
mental sense. Let us recognize from the
outset the fact that many sincere college
teachers make an honest effort to permit
the students to plan those affairs which
supplement lecture, reading, and dis-
cussion activities. The words "permit"
and "supplement" are the crux of the
situation. It is here that we fail in our
professional task. Planning is not per-
missive. It is a compelling force. Co-
operative and evaluative planning is the
heart of the school program, rather than
the supplement.

Let us characterize ourselves in the
college situation. We are a group com-
posed of students and one or more
teachers. We are faced with the prob-
lem of preparing ourselves to work in
increasingly better ways in the profes-
sion of teaching. We have the advantage
of being provided with time to investi-
gate our problem, with tools for extend-
ing the horizons of our knowledge about
the problem, and with the guidance of
a person, designated as the teacher or
instructor, who has had some experience
in this thing.

But the job is a group job-it is not
the instructor's job. The problems are
group problems-not the instructor's
problems. How, then, are we going to
find answers to our problems? What
techniques are we going to use? Shall
the instructor be asked for answers? If
he is, we are bound in courtesy to ac-
cept those answers, at least on the sur-
face. And we are limited by the fact
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that his answers are the ones which he
has discovered for his situation. Or, on
the other hand, shall we discover what
the answers are for us at this time and in
this setting?

What shall be our method? Shall we
listen to a series of lectures, take notes
on prescribed reading, and write a term
paper on an assigned topic? Or shall we
analyze the problems as they present
themselves to us, identify the points of
chief concern, prognosticate possible
results, plan ways of reaching the ends
we have set, and judge our successes
and failures?

Skill in the Know-How of Group Living

These are questions which we as edu-
cators of teachers must raise with each
group of students. Indeed, since this is
our work, we are conscience bound to
bow to the disciplines of "work." We
are not teachers of courses. We are
teachers of teachers. And, therefore, we
must be aware of process and we must
seize every opportunity to help mem-
bers of the group to grow in the know-
how of group living. Growth in this
area must merge with growth in other
areas such as the understandings, skills,
appreciations, and points of view which
equip individuals to best meet the de-
mands of their chosen profession.

The principles which govern the con-
duct of group planning in college situa-
tions also rule group planning by a
school faculty, a committee, or the
United Nations Council. These are im-
portant principles. Skill in their applica-
tion must become the concern of the
profession of teaching.

Students who have matured in a col-
lege where they have planned with the
faculty the content of courses are bet-
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ter equipped to work successfully as
staff members of a school undertaking a
program of curriculum development
than are graduates of schools which
emphasize the instructor's course out-
line. They work more effectively for
the same reason that a person who is
skilled in the use of the Education Index
is more competent and more at ease in a
library. They have learned skills which
are now familiar to them. It is only the
unfamiliar which we fear-the familiar
we can handle because we know its
possibilities.

Realizing the Campus School Potential
A second area where worthwhile ex-

perience can be gained is the campus
school. The value of student teaching
and the importance of the campus
school operated by the teacher pre-
paring institution are so well established
that the pattern is seriously questioned
in very few instances. We might well
raise a question, however, concerning
the efficiency of efforts expended in
using the facilities offered. Does the
program of teacher education make the
best possible use of the resources of the
campus school? Is the entire college
staff aware of those resources? And
more important, are the college students
aware of and eager to develop those
possibilities?

Surely the best way to become
skilled in any technique is to practice
it under the friendly guidance of a help-
ful teacher. If the object is to develop
skill in working with a group to im-
prove the curriculum of a school, then
one must work with such a group.
Where can such a group be found?
The campus school must provide the
answer. It must be a laboratory of curri-
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culum development. Students of educa-
tion must be a welcome part of the
organization of the program.

Many questions are raised. How far
can we go in this proposal? Must the
classroom, teachers step aside and per-
mit beginners to tamper with the school
program? Won't the children suffer
when college students are allowed to
help plan the program?

Answers are not simple; nor can they
be categorical. Decisions in regard to
when, how, and how much must always
be reached in terms of principles upon
which the group operates. If, for ex-
ample, one principle is that no exploita-
tion of the children is to occur, then
plans must be laid in view of that value.
If, again, the point of view is held that
college students should plan the college
program under guidance, then the same
principle should apply to the campus
school. Thus questions are answered be-
fore they are raised, or having been
raised, the answer is found, not in the
arbitrary decision of one in the status
of leader, but in the judgment of the
group based upon values jointly enun-
ciated and commonly respected.

Given a campus school so organized
and administered that a continuing pro-
gram of curriculum development is the
combined enterprize of the college staff,
the college students, and the pupils of
the campus school the nature of the
activities of each group must be con-
sidered.

Focus on the Future Teacher
We are concerned primarily with

the college student. Our purpose is to
provide a wealth of opportunity for the
student to observe, to-be a part of, to
acquire skill in, and to evaluate the proc-
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esses by which professional workers
operate most effectively. Each student,
therefore, must become thoroughly ac-
quainted with types of curriculum or-
ganizatioh. He must be well-grounded
in the psychology of learning. He must
have a mastery of the field of human
growth and development. He must be
acquainted with the social realities of
American life. He must hold a set of
values which govern his living with his
fellow men. All of these he must have.
And he must use them in his contacts
with his classmates, his instructors, and
the children of the campus school.

This suggestion does not imply that
a sequential hierarchy of abilities to be
acquired by the student can be ar-
ranged or that these abilities can be
learned in a given order. That would
be too easy. The fact is that the student
must have these abilities to work best.
The process of acquiring them to an
optimum degree is a developmental one.
The complex matrix of individual per-
sonality includes each ability in some
degree at all times. The challenge to
teachers at all levels is to develop all of
these important abilities to the greatest
extent possible in the time span allowed.
On the college level the campus school,
as a laboratory for learning, offers an
important opportunity for acquiring
these skills.

Experience Remains the Imperative

As outlined here, the experience ap-
proach is a way of learning; therefore,

it must have purpose and time and place.
It should be applied to courses other
than those we accept traditionally as
being professional. It is a technique
which nets the greatest returns when
the psychology of group adjustment in
a professional setting is coupled with
the study of the place and the influence
of community groups interested in the
production of goods and the servicing
of the needs of this society. Activities
planned by and with the learner to pro-
vide avenues for advancing his knowl-
edge and ability should take the stu-
dent of education into the factory, the
shop, the pool room, the church, the
playground, the hospital, and the mu-
seum as well as the library. The college,
with all its facilities, is the focal point
from which operations stem.

This is a broad interpretation of the
experience technique in creating stimu-
lating learning situations. But it is an
interpretation which we must make
operate in programs of teacher educa-
tion. There is no equally profitable way
of educating capable young people in
the abilities required of competent citi-
zen-teachers. Such preparation is the
purpose of teacher education. The pro-
gram designed to accomplish this pur-
pose must be planned cooperatively by
learner and teacher. It must be rooted
in the important aspects of study which
center in recognition and definition of a
problem, gathering of data, and inter-
pretation and application of the learn-
ings secured.
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